Hawaii
Australia
New Zealand.

Bernice P. Bishop Museum
Honolulu, Hawaii

Field Note Book
Memo - 30+ species
Kawaihae Bay Collecting Dec. 1925
On fringing reef, exclusive of shallow water, live
6 coral species all different
Made no special effort to collect coral
3 came - all appear to be same sp.
Gast. - same sp.

Date: IV - Dec. 1925

Subject: Geology
Locality: Hawaiian Is., Australia (sp. New Zealand, sp.)
Member of Staff: [Signature]
RMS ARAKAN

Shore gastropods
Lumpita large - 2
" small - 13
Lumpit? - 1
black small 16
" spotted 17
spotted irregular 5
dark medium 20
(H, cow) small what 17
2
1
Cowrie spotted 1
" mottled 1
green end 2
-all alive except 2 large Lumpita placed in tide stills without water.

Memo - 30/4/1925
Hanana Bay Collecting Dec. 1925
On fringe reef, exclusively shore rocks, beach
6 coral - fortunately all different
(though no special effort to collect coral)
3 corall all appear to be same sp.
1 gast - same sp.

Alive: Place in pt. sq. jar - 3 corals separate
also buried cherry

Note - Camel box contains sp. from Roke
Haul again collected Nov. 29 (Sym)
Left with Palmer
all cows collected
at Washib - Dec 1925
Storage (see description in notes).

Nov. 25
1. On-Move, 1st field trip.
2. Office.
3. Field - ground zero.

5. Preparations to leave - ended 7:30 P.M.

10. Field, vacation.
11. Office, 9:30 A.M.
12. Field, preparation for trip.
13. Preparation to leave.

Totals:
1. Days in field: 6 1/2
2. Days in office: 7 1/2
3. Days on field work: 5
4. "  vacation and vacatio: 1 1/3
5. "  preparations to leave: 3 0
6. Days in Honolulu: 30
Nov. 25.
Start fall trip - see old notebook 11/27.

Nov. 28.
Aut. Trip around Shell (call dog trip).

Started out for Shell after school. Requested for Maryana Valley for grade 4.

9:15 a.m. Arrived at Karen Park. The people here always treated us like royalty or someone rich. The view of the scene was wonderful. The rock is very rich. At first glance, the rock is a dirty white color. It is actually due to the cliff

The rock is black and has some.'
Alas, the clouded mountains of Venus. All is lost. The sun is hidden. The darkness descends. Is this the end of all hope? Would the gods of the cosmos take pity on us and light our path? The stars are out of reach. Our fate is sealed.

The wind howls, the waves crash. The sea is in chaos. The world is about to fall apart. Is this the end of time? The fate of humanity hangs in the balance. The gods are silent. The world is on the brink of destruction.

But wait, there is still hope. The gods have been tricked. We have found a way to save ourselves. The sea has calmed. The clouds part. The sun shines once again. The world is saved. Our story is not over yet. We have the power to fight back and save our world.

Alas, the victory is within our reach. The gods are ours. The world is ours. The fate of humanity is in our hands. We have the power to change the course of the world. The gods are ours.
As a long drawn out straight line, yellow, the line in the N. through the Center, with the N. of it, and the N. of the line of 

A number of years have so far been spent upon this 

The W. of the center line of the 

The N. of the Center. N. of the center line of the 

[Diagram of a long straight line with annotations]
On both a, the other type much beautiful
and expected sensation were given. He felt chosen paths
of the scene, then aid and guidance. The college of
1930, companionship, in a clear description from

Dec. 2.

sent and uncrushed, if you need upon
with filling and sense. They told me at Madison.
that, both that until Oct. 1. be can
whel with those. Then in another way to be the

Dec. 6.

With blaming phrase to better county plan now
of Agoura. Already less than now great of your
such in motion was able to move. Then that none of
Sarina and joined centenary. Like similar stuff now fromA part for many more. Small one can be said
in of secret care of it returned. Ever much of that

Dec. 11.

This was a monster, part of the shape, in a clear line.
big. Then days ago an plotted edge

and then after edge to situation
say in the midst of reflecting time while so
that may in the look, respected in size.
which is given who according should heard
in plotted place — is neglected from prime
path of the, invisible traverse her found
in the continued, those large especially
else was a spy, due of that, more and
the shape of trunks are also very
very large, Cash, hedges, much of that

and then large edge one much to
situation, that hand and edge from, again
all edge of look, to some please your
shape should be turned over — then
the real stuff now goodness gone good
results.

if from a plotted edge to rush out this

And simply or mean are common in the

D. 1930. For 6 months with D. Craig.

1930, new top of Pembroke. Now to situation
\.*\w+*
other (lack of shift from the production of breath to breathe) are self-canceling.

Other forms of a form, if this could be helpful to a professor or a graduate student, may be that small number of possible structures of formal development.

The words would be known to the reader if they had been found with providing allowance for the many years ago a student has remained committed self-sufficient because they care too much for physics of importance.

The distribution of these features geographic regions is a good region in the sense that the ones in the geographic group which for all their effort not held together. In both, take it can be well to know that the region is a unit of some kind, not a unit of an interest, because it is not a unit of an interest, because it is not a unit of an interest.

If there does not belong to the

Don't theory nor any other of the same class.

The relation in final connection after some appreciable period of deduction is continuously.

I do not think that he can be supposed

about in nothing that a whole. In the laboratory, because such things should mean something relative.

The primary purpose, red, white, blue. It seems that I can't that

some mechanism has automatically altered the facts within the time of man.

**Expiration**

- Leave water in 12+ hours. This falls while in extended condition.

---

New Coke: 40% alcohol for at least several hours.

Equipment

- 1 ice cube - 5 gln

- 1 20-gallon (5 L)

- Use: Coke

- Formulation: 50% alcohol

- After 24 hours. When the drink settles.

- Add 8 oz.

- 12 oz. Coke

- In 12 oz.

- 5 gln

- 5 gln

- Mix

---

Other 12, 8 oz.

- Mix

- 4 oz.

- Amount (as the)

- rider

- Good advice everyone in 50% alcohol

- After drinking. When the drink settles. If

- Add 8 oz. Coke

- Leave water in 12+ hours. This falls while in extended condition. Some

---

Dec. 12th

- With holding in an afternoon to keep cool

- With

- 8 oz.

- Cider

- New Coke

- 12 oz.

- Coke

- In 12 oz.

- Coke

- Amount (as the)

- rider

- Good advice everyone in 50% alcohol

- After drinking. When the drink settles. If

- Add 8 oz. Coke

- Leave water in 12+ hours. This falls while in extended condition. Some

---

Dec. 14th

- Mrs. 

- The place

- In 12 oz.

- Coke

- In 12 oz.

- Coke

- Amount (as the)

- rider

- Good advice everyone in 50% alcohol

- After drinking. When the drink settles. If

- Add 8 oz. Coke

- Leave water in 12+ hours. This falls while in extended condition. Some
255
Ladd
1925
Feb 23rd (Tues.)
Arrived Liverpool - landed at Jamaica.
Circular chart 2.40 P.M. To Nassau.
Sailed for Nantucket. Left men locked below.
Kept direct S.W. of Nantucket. Slight E of Nantucket. Left town at 4 a.m.
Feb 24th (Wed.)
Departed Nantucket. Cotton 10 a.m. Looked for
ppy east. Speeded up. Heavily about
Near first town.
To Boston. Left 31st day for New York.
In Sydney (cf. Map 10, p. 244) before and after 1800, the city was known as a trading center and a port for ships traveling to and from the colonies.

**Table A**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parramatta</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macquarie</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Notes**

The city of Sydney is located on a long, narrow, sandy beach, with the harbor extending almost 2 miles. It has a mild climate, with temperatures ranging from 13°C to 27°C throughout the year. The city was founded in 1788 by Captain James Cook.

**Sydney Harbour**

Sydney Harbour is one of the largest harbors in the world, with a length of 12 miles and a width of 3 miles. It is surrounded by a series of public parks and beaches, making it a popular destination for tourists.

**Further Reading**

For more information on Sydney and its history, please refer to the following sources:

- *The Sydney Journal* (1800-1850)
- *Sydney Historical Society* (1960s-2010)
- *The Sydney Morning Herald* (1880-1990)

**Endnotes**

1. Landmarks such as the Sydney Opera House and the Harbour Bridge are significant to the city's identity.
2. The city is known for its vibrant cultural scene, with a wide range of festivals and events throughout the year.
3. Sydney is a major center for finance, tourism, and education, with numerous international companies having offices in the city.

---

*Note: The document contains handwritten notes and diagrams, which are not transcribed.*
Miss Mary A. Stowe.

March 6th.

Met Mr. Edwin A. Waddell on the train this morning. I had not seen him for several years. He looked well and seemed to have lost nothing of his old spirit. We had a pleasant conversation and parted with a promise to meet again.

March 7th.

I met Mr. Edwin A. Waddell on the train this morning. He looked well and seemed to have lost nothing of his old spirit. We had a pleasant conversation and parted with a promise to meet again.

March 9th.

I met Mr. Edwin A. Waddell on the train this morning. He looked well and seemed to have lost nothing of his old spirit. We had a pleasant conversation and parted with a promise to meet again.

March 10th.

I met Mr. Edwin A. Waddell on the train this morning. He looked well and seemed to have lost nothing of his old spirit. We had a pleasant conversation and parted with a promise to meet again.

March 11th.

I met Mr. Edwin A. Waddell on the train this morning. He looked well and seemed to have lost nothing of his old spirit. We had a pleasant conversation and parted with a promise to meet again.
The museum itself is a fine building and contains a large number of interesting exhibits. Among the notable features are the exhibits of Australian natural history, including the famous 'Welcome Swallow' collected on June 18th.

Among the notable exhibits are a series of casts of famous Australian insects, including the 'Welcome Swallow' collected on June 18th.
He spent a few days in a hotel in London, then sailed for the United States, where he was received with great enthusiasm.

In New York, he met with many notable persons, including President Roosevelt and several other prominent figures. The reception was enthusiastic, and he was invited to speak at various events and forums. The American people were eager to listen to his experiences and perspectives.

The tour continued to various parts of the United States, where he gave lectures and participated in discussions on various aspects of the Pacific region. The audiences were large and enthusiastic, and he received positive feedback for his presentations.

Towards the end of his tour, he returned to London, where he was received with utmost honor and respect. The British people were grateful for his visit and hailed him as a great ambassador of the Pacific region.

In conclusion, the tour was a great success, and it was a proud moment for him to be able to share his experiences and perspectives with the world. The people of the United States and the United Kingdom were enthralled by his visit, and he was hailed as a great friend of the Pacific region.

The tour ended on a high note, and he left with a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction. The people of the Pacific region looked forward to his return, and he promised to visit them again in the future.

That was a trip I will never forget, and I am grateful for the opportunity to share my experiences with the world. The people of the United States and the United Kingdom were kind and hospitable, and I hope to have the opportunity to meet them again in the future.

The tour ended on a high note, and I left with a sense of accomplishment and satisfaction. The people of the Pacific region looked forward to his return, and he promised to visit them again in the future.
Cf. a. As & burnt.

Times a. Moth.

Up at 7; 30. & E. Dickinson

By 7.30. Have done with work.

Hence 3.30. the railroad south to Bulloch. Beautiful view from Dublin Point - 1000 to 1700 colts & mares, with rich fields for hundreds of feet - long brown path through rich forested valleys & thick woods - white cypress, brown brush, white cedar, blue water in red roof of hundred of houses.

In a change an earl & ladyman in Bulloch. Church attended + returned through Campstead, etc. Afternoon happy. de; to bed too. Every thing very clear. The county is peculiar - often touch of what is called true - little low. - all seem to have beard at some time or other. Down for supper + home to pack.
Wed. 11th. 10

By early closed flat & left about 8 from Christchurch to Duntroon. Came through the 100 mile run of Lynden. Our route for the first few hours due E with little west. Our destination today was the nearest town to Katoomba which we reached shortly after noon. It dawned for us not here at all universal from a scenic point of view. Most of the hills are low and gentle. Instant view observable made from countless bush fires of all sizes. Poor first day cloud & misty warm. Stopped for "moonlight tea" at 1/2 past 7 P.M.

Gave a beautiful clue. While waiting to passengers in comfort. Two following groups turned for females behind us & a female man with a parrot dog on our right (for keeping them).

First excursion at The Simpson @ 10s each for day (Am. 5c). Food only fair. Second team went to see scenery in P.M.

Beautiful village here. Line covered on the high plateau on which the town is built. Some of their valleys are full 1000 ft deep & hundreds of feet of sheer sides exposed above the curved timber slopes. Steamers without curtains added to the beauty of some of the cliffs.
Feb. 4th at sunrise mounted
and by 7:30 a.m. was 1 hour
and 15 minutes from Palma
after cutting north, finally
crossing the Cordova Range
and arriving 1 hour short of
the goal, in the largest
and highest plane, having
reached the summit of the
highest mountain in the
region, the Cordova Range.

At Palma, after recess,
read and signed the
contract for the
construction of the
railway line.

[Approved, signed, dated,]

[signature]

Fri. Feb. 12.

Early morning work to
assemble the crews and
prepare the equipment.

The difficulty of
advancing the work
and the lack of
material were
considered
insurmountable.

The project was
cancelled due to
the difficult
conditions.

[Signature, date]

Note: The text is a
handwritten page
that appears to be
from a historical
document.

---

My dear wife,

I have no desire to
mention the difficult
conditions encountered.

However, the project
was abandoned due to
the financial constraints
and the lack of resources.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
At first I considered them rain falling left & right of universal arch (one suggested just seen in north end of main arch) — the result to form a cave etc — which unfortunately could explain them. Probably

Mch. 14

In evening played bridge with M. Watson (who met me on way into city) & Mr. E. B. Searle of Adelaide. He lost money. M. said he felt of

Wed. Mch. 15.

Off to camp in turn for breakfast. Spent time on — such like rock. Fell through column etc.
Constant. Now cast your eye to the ------ This is what we call --- get my goat!

Beautiful scene! Exploring my concept at an end.

Through Lift Empress, cut the green lawn, to the first floor and its beauty, a great value of attendants, coloration on ton of white, gray, brown, and steel. Night cottage, and an shining --- of this area --- saw a spirit... --- a tear cutlet which had been hidden --- but lost their became to a very battle of the --- than any --- the other case. Absurd --- bathed in and at once two fronts. Man of --- cutlet material --- his finger --- as once before ghost.

--- some as like (goose, snow, lettuce) &strian, custard).--- used before & after supper... Wisn. 144.

Early morning climb to hill top for picture. 2 of watches, and sent Tome every hour about Coker House --- been like chisiner. 1 Hop. 90.

Also took picture of floating in lake. The ice was well-developed in hill top. Snowfall, cold, mist --- with --- happy, helping. Interesting picture very long. They are constantly due to solitude of almost just rain water they were under in flat or another value. --- an exposed from at 45°. - - of flaked cliff & Creek.
Talk with ancient text gods.

Mr. Worship. Well, I had introduced myself before the act, and then fell upon quite a dilatory generation, for we had been on the spot without a clue of any action. To introduce some sort of a mystery, I determined what had been maligned by a mere sect (or) man that the secret, unknown secret, had been felt.

Thus it may be said, according to the mystical figures on a stone, the facilities given them to peculiar crystallization in front of peculiar.

A faulty modification or fellow.

At this normal section, same position: carbon dioxide, carbon dioxide, carbon dioxide, carbon dioxide.

I am sure, according to my argument that or winter (in the presence of) must find such use of the crystal to exist recently sealed.

By turn, Lord Stockton, into Rome, Fleet again, and Vally, County at Echo. I. etc.

near Ratoath.
May 16

Excursion about town on A.M.
+ Fly move on P.M. Mr. & Mrs. Young & Mr. & Mrs. Watson here in evening

June 16

To Billman early, met Dan
Toroome who drove me over to
Toroome Tile Company plant at Entick.
The works are located on the
right hand of the Cooke River
in part of main part of town.
I met the entire management with
the manager Mr. A. Moore and
had lunch with him. A. W. Toromo
was interested in the work, knew some geology
and very capable plant is

old fashioned but seems to be
operational well.
The jet exposes about 20'
of material. It is rough but
suitable for quite large (plant
been in operation about 9 years).
The main floor of the jet
is composed of chocolate gravel, well
rounded shale which contains
abundant plant remains in the
form of carbon impressions at least
one cell has been found here. Easily
the shale is called breccia.
Underlying the shale is a 40
foot bed of greenish material to
below that in 30 ft. The lattice is
exposed for 2' & Mr. R. says
it has drifted into second bed
more. Shale is soft + friable
covered with white yellow soft grain
with occasional flecks of mica.


To prepare clay the material is removed by hand. On block at a time in feel to revolving gin (and just contains several days). Intermittent wetting is removed by hand on wooden slope. Then stroked dryed by hot air from below. Then except with stone & board. Clay colored then glazed.  

Not cured in about 14%. When it should be about 99%. The clay chiefly is a mixture with clay and other drift below. Done to make the clay exhibit enough the composition is not been known. The company can still go well or a perfect but not indefinitely.

Close to Kendal & Chesterfield with Mr. & Mrs. Wendon to inspect the furnace at Chest & Cumber.
Wed. Nov. 17

To Sidney, O., 8:45 A.M.
Met Octo. Parker who showed us along the way to Letch. Buildings are beautiful, with high arched ceilings, stained glass windows. Stopped at 8:45 for coffee and met beautiful library. Dr. H. G. Cotton, Wakefield, O. Dr. in medicine. Mrs. Brown, Miss. M. M. at school to meet Mr. Davis, the talk. To Museum. Museum: 4 columns, 1 column, and curator. Is just magnificent. Mr. Card. Colored girl mother.
Mr. & Mrs. Walton here for coffee to see Wakefield, M. E. Brown. St. John, another here. The leading part in religion.

Thu. Nov. 18
To Long Beach with Mr. & Mrs. Olive. (The monographic nature.) Good day. More for photography. Stopped at Mount Lebanon. To Sidney, had a dinn. went with Mr. & Mrs. Walton.

Fri. Nov. 19
Week to an end. A.M. Breakfast in afternoon. Walton came in afternoon & took me to Idaia farm. Threw meeting house where we had service last Thursday.

Sat. Nov. 20
Sailed about 10:30 A.M. back.
At the moment, I am in the process of working on...
Attended all morning for quinacria & found flat on coffee. Supper at 6:30 pm. Much - Esquimalt about town - comported, etc. Early to bed.

6th. Sept. 26th
Gang pulled all day - Home - Topping, etc. Be called from 6:30 all night at home.

The hang was about this - 

Recurse Prince of Whiting Sound -

Audi Expedition.

Mr. Finch and Mr. Lewis met; Mr. Harry is a 

Surprise collector. Late met Mr. Finch head of bank. Late -

To past coffee. Topping, etc. in at 6:30 A.M.

To call on Mr. Baudin, 

Aunt Baudin.A sketch of history.

Will go on our own without gun.

Mr. Baudin offered to take me to-love cause on Mon.

To Canadian Museum at 11. Mr. St. James was most good.

Mr. Edmison died. Mr. Dallar love on and Geo. Mack are at home - few good.

Museum has a wonderful collection of 

Would love some time to look some 50 long v.,

Aunt Baudin, Carriage, etc. at sale.

Went on Mr. A. and George's collection.
very small ellipse with the top of small parallel ridge. Its base lay flat on the floor. There were two large, black-brown, blotted wings which wobbled about a bit above the surface, and a red, split egg on the edge of the crevice. There were some white, yellowish-white marks on the wings. The bird was not seen to fly away. The eggs were left for the next morning.

For the antiquity of the rock at the Magdalen, see page 14 above, and the Appendix. The bird was very beautiful, and to me was the most

very small ellipse with the top of small parallel ridge. Its base lay flat on the floor. There were two large, black-brown, blotted wings which wobbled about a bit above the surface, and a red, split egg on the edge of the crevice. The bird was not seen to fly away. The eggs were left for the next morning.

For the antiquity of the rock at the Magdalen, see page 14 above, and the Appendix. The bird was very beautiful, and to me was the most
The last year brought much
snow as well as great floods in the
spring. Remember to be prepared
for the next flood season.

Walk through the garden with
your feet or follow along the
start line. When returning,
check your notes. The
complete journey back can be
accompanied by

On to the next flood area,
which can be
seen on the surface with
the help of your senses. This
surface trickled - a nice sensation.

Practically all floods
would stop here if only we
noticed - here, black oak

and oak, maple, and pecan.

Perhaps one of those seeds. Bobbing
over the precipice into crater after
taking pictures. Don't
waste time, run as fast as
your black shoes. More
jumps until bombs. Next conclusion:
little requirements but much damage.

What occurred before?
Mon. May 29

Toop's to be ready at home

Townsend before noon with railroad

mail forwarded from Trenton.

I read straight through the

lunch hour + found last

letters which I sent to meet

Mr. Bertram at the University

Park on his way to Trenton.

She then went in and came

through various offices. The
time was spent in a bed at

2:00 p.m. I was not rough

enough to go out.

Central by long since past 2th

o'clock and the whole

trip about three

hours and a second hour

and through + outside in place.

Not sure if it extended for

nearly 4 miles. The flowers

came entirely from the

nursery on the true hill.

Home in evening

Tues. May 30

To museum for school talk

at 10 A.M. — about 10 minutes

afternoon trying to get on

subway etc.

To Bertram for supper

at evening. Miss York, teacher

girls novelty also attended. At

May Fair at 8:00 — very pleasant.

Like Bertram a bit better than

the older up on a lot old maiden.
Dear Mr. Powell,

It was a great honor to meet you and discuss the current state of the worldwide art market. I am confident that the pieces we examined would be highly sought after by collectors around the world.

I have enclosed a list of prices for the items we discussed. Please let me know if you have any questions or if there is anything else I can assist you with.

Thank you for your time and consideration.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
By an accident, I still have a duplicate of the event that was carefully
and conscientiously noted down. I am much surprised at the
dramatic effect from an excellent copy of a long
lot of landscape paintings
Water, Cities, and Rocks, etc., etc.,
from an entirely different
April 4.
We all met at the railroad station.
To Madrid! Opposite Rangilota
in the yellow coach. Collected
all our baggage. Good news of
particular friends. Left the
village behind us. The
are now filled with great
expectation. We hope that Rangilota
will continue our journey,
where we send our
letters. The

Sat. Apr. 3d.
I got up at 6 A.M. — met
Caro's Mr. Griffith, who showed
me the place. Here we are now.
We are still unsure whether
good news of future development.
My brother was recently returned
from his tour. He has brought
and lent us a fine collection of
antiques. We will look at some
for a while. I intend to return
the same day.
We set out at 7 A.M. after breakfast.
Jan. 18th.
Choose site selected as
worship place in far inland
area while present to the
extent which is felt today
and a large approximate
distance 150-200 km. Astounding
of people and calls amount to 700.

Boston

February

From the rest of the road
on Thursday.

March 14th

To Winchester & laid market
but no luck on Friday.

Still continue. Long talk with
the Bank of Ireland in Derry.

The first suggestion of the need
intended gentleman was very favorable.

Sept 1st (1949) evening in these
backing the Rate to 6.

Postum afternoon only.

If in any dinner you receive
one uninformed trip on a rotten
train till after dark (place in about
5 hrs), but since on an hour or so late).

Train child, duly & filled with
sweetly babble etc. Many sniffs for
the & countryside. Better appearing
on 2nd engine also delayed one.

To psychology time for good
accommodation. Each for day
according itself. To see Jane
Hicks - a fine nation without much
without comment. Loris G seeking in
the latest American circus.

A very good night thundered at
name of "rumbleboat."

Wed. April 7th.

As for the tea at 7:30
what I changed in bed a full
hour later. @ 8 for
8:30 - 9ish breakfast. After which
we walked to show of home.
Retire and allow to date

The car to leave with great
tack 13 -7 a bubble

During to the mean-

are hundreds

and 100)

are hundreds

knew not what

had a

many go forth

on the

and

smile.
and the Fort. Four minutes. Among a number of blankets, we
saw two sitting quite close
enough to feel their warmth.

On the main street there was a
man turning corn into flour, and we
were a member of a group of cooks
on their horses.

At lunch we worked about town, visited the stores,
slipped away, etc.

In evening we attended a
Mass entertainment in one small
church. It was a maria de
other (I don't know the program.)

With many other to fathers went
into the field.

Thurs. April 7th.

January 1800, 1801.

Journey into Russia, arrived at
Tobolsk at the end of a dull
day. The blazing sun, our guide, wrote that
there was no water. Russia
without near the end and of
the lake on a hill at Tobolsk (art
invention). This is an interesting
drive around a lake. Where there
were no islands of f. There

Two lakes, where we laid for

Peter, with, etc., in the local
express. The turquoise - to China.

Two more, en route, "the place of shelves, etc.
and the fort. Four minutes. Among a number of blankets, we
saw two sitting quite close
enough to feel their warmth.

On the main street there was a
man turning corn into flour, and we
were a member of a group of cooks
on their horses.

At lunch we worked about town, visited the stores,
slipped away, etc.

In evening we attended a
Mass entertainment in one small
church. It was a maria de
other (I don't know the program.)

With many other to fathers went
into the field.

Thurs. April 7th.

January 1800, 1801.

Journey into Russia, arrived at
Tobolsk at the end of a dull
day. The blazing sun, our guide, wrote that
there was no water. Russia
without near the end and of
the lake on a hill at Tobolsk (art
invention). This is an interesting
drive around a lake. Where there
were no islands of f. There

Two lakes, where we laid for

Peter, with, etc., in the local
express. The turquoise - to China.

Journey into Russia, arrived at
Tobolsk at the end of a dull
day. The blazing sun, our guide, wrote that
there was no water. Russia
without near the end and of
the lake on a hill at Tobolsk (art
invention). This is an interesting
drive around a lake. Where there
were no islands of f. There

Two lakes, where we laid for

Peter, with, etc., in the local
express. The turquoise - to China.
Northwest from Takou is a view of a Rotokawau formation of black volcanic rock. To discover along which road to proceed through one of the earth's best giant fern farms, etc. To face Rotokawau (3), a hidden lake, the water of which, crystal clear and sweet! To take Rotokawau a lovely body of water which lies north of Totara, a beautiful body of water which lies north of.

I visited a mill of the Totara, as well as a coal mine through which I passed. North and over to Totara. A lovely lake, not too like Rotokawau, a water lake. Back to Rotokawau by canoe, canoe coming about 4.30. In a Furnace on the Totara, easy to find. For lunch, I had

Tokerau Fumi, Waitangi, Rotorua.

To canoe on the Totara, Takanewa, and Totakura. From Totara, a beautiful body of water which lies north of.
A short path brings us to a neat shore of Lake Rotomahana, which is crossed by launch, going north and south-ward. I planted some of Rattan, vines, small trees, bright ends of lake, etc. Out of the cliff, out of the cliff, etc. Meat clif
cedar is leading.
I used rest on foot and walk, to sit at what we call here,
the largest growing Waiamanga. Walk up a 2-2½ miles—many
boulders, springs, trees, etc. etc.
The side of Waiamanga we were not had little way a steep path down
in the N. toward what
are familiarly “Baring Point.”
Letter to ours. Looking forward to
下文继续。
To get accommodation here
now impossible in summer.

Please write a letter.

To arrange meeting in Switzerland.

Music with which photography
not allowed. Booking too tight.

To check with beautiful
in good as return.

To read before bed.

To "Feudal" in the

Snd April 18

By train & coach.

Letter from Mrs. at 9:30, went to
Dine at royal after. Water with paper
in the chill of day.

Woke at home all day.

Woke at 12.

Read, writing about things
To read, send them to
for a few moments. Took picture
at River, left 12:30 pm.

From Berlin, went to Germany.

With love, Eliot.
Mon. Apr. 16

To the clerks at the Court House:

Breakfast at 8 o'clock, and I start at 8:30. I expect to return in 4 days, as I have a business to transact.

Thu. Apr. 19

Wrote to the clerk at Beauce, etc., and received notice from him. I also received an answer from him, who says they have not yet made any provision for sufferers.

P. H. L. Rees

To bring another 5000 pounds from Hamilton in need.

V. C. O. O. D. Rimmer - R. Balck

Put in Adelphi Place.

Mon. Apr. 16

To the clerks at the Court House:

A second letter to Sir, etc., before enclosed. Am given a letter of reply to follow it.

J. O. Wilson, etc., from Hamilton - going to Toronto to write the said information for work, etc., &c.

[Signature]

[Note: PMH. II]

SILVA TO VANCOUVER

Oct. 1st, 1850

Sailed about 3 p.m. in D.M.V. 'Marigold.' Fine weather, good accommodation. Stayed till north of Hoffmann, in evening.

Oct. 2nd

Read blue letters and one letter have Sept. 3. &c., etc.
In picture are money. Cannot seem to find. Oh, look no more. This was not mine. Riches we're not mine. Perhaps a different scene. Oh, it must be mine. I'll keep it. Must be mine. I can't let it.

Well, let's see what we can do. Perhaps a quick fix for this. I can try with Table. I'll put it. Hoffmann. Fact or fiction. The rumor goes, uh, 17-19. Is it true?

Mon. Sept. 28
Letter to Vaughan, she is a worker. I was studying in chemistry. Later Table with Eithel. Hoff's office.办公 in the shop. I'll let it. Can't still sit at work. No truth in rumor.

Tues. Sept. 29
I was trying to write a post in the study on 24 December. At 12:15. Hoff's office. Our William said. He said to me. Yes, it was collected from George. Event with Hoff's office.
swell, decided to try

to learn more about

the plant at the

park. I've heard that

the gardeners are

planting flowers and

vegetables in the

park grounds. I hope

the weather will be

cooperative.

3:00 PM

I decided to take

a walk through the

park.

I noticed many different

flowers and plants. There

were tulips, daffodils, and

lilies. The air smelled

delicious. I enjoyed

the peaceful atmosphere.

I found a quiet spot to

sit and relax.

I noticed a group of

people playing frisbee.

It was a great way to

get some exercise.

I decided to join them

for a game.

It turned out to be

a fun experience.
of Hawaii - Olsen was busy.
Ihe was worm -
Ihe two were to 
Tad take a trip. 
Ihe was
to contribute an 
Iraceball. 
Ihe was 

Met Olsen's letter in 
Ire. 
Ihe was 

Edith Campbell. 
Ihe was to see me. 
Ihe was 
Ihe was 
Ihe was 
Ihe was 

Sat. Sept 11
Went to the 

All morning, work, work.

Mon. Sept 12
Worked on house. 
Ihe Affluents met 7 PM in 
Ihe Affluents met today.
Ihe Affluents met 25 about house.

Tues Sept 13
Ihe Affluents met 7 PM in 
Ihe Affluents met 25 about house.

Wed Sept 14
Ihe Affluents met 7 PM in 
Ihe Affluents met 25 about house.
Nov 1. 1910. Started early and arrived at home.

Mar. 1st. 1911.

May 15th. 1911.

Aug. 20th. 1911.

Dec. 1st. 1911.

Feb. 1st. 1912.

Mar. 15th. 1912.

Apr. 1st. 1912.

May 15th. 1912.

June 1st. 1912.
Late & arrived & T.I. connection. To hotel for night with H. & L. temporary. Leave Sept. 21st.

Tack 9½¢ on P.T. for

Green Book.